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Since its founding, Americans have worked hard to
nurture and protect their hard-won democracy. And yet
few consider the role of constitutional law in America's
survival. In Unfit for Democracy, Stephen Gottlieb argues
that constitutional law without a focus on the future of
democratic government is incoherent, illogical and
contradictory. Approaching the decisions of the Roberts
Court from political science, historical, comparative, and
legal perspectives, Gottlieb highlights the dangers the
court presents by neglecting to interpret the law with an
eye towards preserving democracy-- From back cover.
Brexit means exit, but what exactly will we be leaving
behind? Entry into the European Community in 1973 was
a momentous event – one which had seismic effects on
the politics and constitution of Britain. Brexit, while
equally as momentous, has almost wholly been confined
to discussions of economic consequence. But what will
happen to the constitution? Beyond Brexit looks for the
first time at the impact of Brexit and the constitutional
consequences of Britain's EU membership, raising the
question of just how the United Kingdom is to be
preserved. In this book, Vernon Bogdanor explores the
ever-changing relationship between Britain and the
European Union from the original concept of European
unity to 21st century Euroscepticism, the fundamental
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problems
confronting
Britain on its exit
from the
European Union, and argues that Brexit is the start of
new beginnings – heralding a peaceful constitutional
moment.
Discover the ins and outs of Constitutional law Are you a
student looking for trusted, plain-English guidance onthe
ins and outs of Constitutional law? Look no further!
Constitutional Law For Dummies provides a detailed
studyguide tracking to this commonly required law
course. It breaks downcomplicated material and gives
you a through outline of theparameters and applications
of the U.S. Constitution in modern,easy-to-understand
language. Critical information on the Constitution's
foundations, powers,and limitations A modern analysis of
the Constitution's amendments Detailed information on
the Supreme Court and federalism Explaining outdated
governmental jargon in current, up-to-dateterms,
Constitutional Law For Dummies is just what you needfor
quick learning and complete understanding. Students
studyinggovernment will also find this to be a useful
supplement to avariety of courses.
"This publication is designed to assist United Nations
staff who provide human rights advice to States, which
undertake to amend an existing constitution or write a
new one. It should also be of use to States that
undertake constitutional reform, including political
leaders, policymakers, legislators and those entrusted to
draft constitutional amendments or a new constitution.
Further this publication should also facilitate advocacy
efforts by civil society to ensure that human rights are
properly reflected in constitutional amendments or new
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Finally,
this publication,
along with the
international human rights instruments, should not only
provide a standard to measure whether constitutional
amendments or a new constitution has appropriately
reflected human rights and fundamental freedoms, but
also assist in evaluating whether the processes used in
constitutional reform are consistent with international
procedural norms"--Introduction, page 1.
American Constitutional Law: Essays, Cases, and
Comparative Notes is a unique casebook that
encourages citizens and students of the Constitution to
think critically about the fundamental principles and
policies of the American constitutional order. In addition
to its distinguished authorship, the book has two
prominent features that set it apart from other books in
the field: an emphasis on the social, political, and moral
theory that provides meaning to constitutional law and
interpretation, and a comparative perspective that
situates the American experience within a world context
that serves as an invaluable prism through which to
illuminate the special features of our own constitutional
order. While the focus of the book is entirely on
American constitutional law, the book asks students to
consider what, if anything, is unique in American
constitutional life and what we share with other
constitutional democracies. Each chapter is preceded by
an introductory essay that highlights these major themes
and also situates the cases in their proper historical and
political contexts. This new edition offers updated and
expanded treatment of a number of important and timely
topics including, the death penalty, privacy, affirmative
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and school segregation.
Volume
2 of this text
focuses on civil rights and basic freedoms and includes
separate chapters on race and gender.
Here, Philip Bobbitt studies the basis for the legitimacy of
judicial review by examining six types of constitutional
argument--historical, textual, structural, prudential
doctrinal, and ethical--through the unusual method of
contrasting sketches of prominent legal figures
responding to the constitutional crises of their day.
A book like no other book ever written about the U.S.
Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Some of the most
priceless constitutional gems are found in these pages.
Dr. Coleman has done 26 year of research to find them,
putting together a highly-readable book which provides
insight into the articles and amendments to the
Constitution. It shows their true intent and purpose in
sharp relief, and what it is that make this document so
great and so lasting. "What You Should Know About the
United States Constitution" is a telling blow to those
enemies of this nation who are seeking to destroy our
Republic. "Knowledge is power" which the book provides
in full measure, enabling every citizen to understand and
defend the United States against enemies, external and
internal.

Classic Books Library presents this brand new
edition of “The Federalist Papers”, a collection of
separate essays and articles compiled in 1788 by
Alexander Hamilton. Following the United States
Declaration of Independence in 1776, the governing
doctrines and policies of the States lacked cohesion.
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“The Federalist”, as it was previously known, was
constructed by American statesman Alexander
Hamilton, and was intended to catalyse the
ratification of the United States Constitution.
Hamilton recruited fellow statesmen James Madison
Jr., and John Jay to write papers for the
compendium, and the three are known as some of
the Founding Fathers of the United States.
Alexander Hamilton (c. 1755–1804) was an
American lawyer, journalist and highly influential
government official. He also served as a Senior
Officer in the Army between 1799-1800 and founded
the Federalist Party, the system that governed the
nation’s finances. His contributions to the
Constitution and leadership made a significant and
lasting impact on the early development of the nation
of the United States.
American Constitutional Law 11e, Volume II provides
a comprehensive account of the nation's defining
document, examining how its provisions were
originally understood by those who drafted and
ratified it, and how they have since been interpreted
by the Supreme Court, Congress, the President,
lower federal courts, and state judiciaries. Clear and
accessible chapter introductions and a careful
balance between classic and recent cases provide
students with a sense of how the law has been
understood and construed over the years. The 11th
Edition now includes several landmark First
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Amendment cases, including Janus v. American
Federation of State, County, and Municipal
Employees (2018), Minnesota Voters Alliance v.
Mansky (2018), National Institute of Family and Life
Advocates v. Beccera (2018), Trinity Lutheran
Church v. Comer (2017) and Masterpiece Cakeshop
v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission (2018). It also
includes Carpenter v. United States (2018). A
revamped and expanded companion website offers
access to even more additional cases, an archive of
primary documents, and links to online resources,
making this text essential for any constitutional law
course.
Constitutional and administrative law (public law) is
an essential element of all law degrees. Unlocking
Constitutional and Administrative Law will ensure
that you grasp the main concepts with ease, while
giving you an indispensable foundation in the
subject. This revised fourth edition is fully up to date
with the latest key changes in the law and
constitutional developments. The UNLOCKING THE
LAW series is designed specifically to make the law
accessible. Each chapter contains: aims and
objectives; activities such as self-test questions;
charts of key facts to consolidate your knowledge;
diagrams to aid memory and understanding;
prominently displayed cases and judgments; chapter
summaries; a glossary of legal terminology; essay
questions with answer plans. The series covers all
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the core subjects required by the Bar Council and
the Law Society for entry onto professional
qualifications as well as popular option units.
Whether you’re new to higher education, coming to
legal study for the first time or just wondering what
Constitutional Law is all about, Beginning
Constitutional Law is the ideal introduction to help
you hit the ground running. Adopting a clear and
simple approach with legal vocabulary explained in a
detailed glossary avaliable on the companion
website, Nick Howard breaks the subject of
constitutional law down using practical everyday
examples to make it understandable for anyone,
whatever their background. Diagrams and flowcharts
simplify complex issues, important cases are
identified and explained, and on-the- spot questions
help you recognise potential issues or debates within
the law so that you can contribute in classes with
confidence. This second edition has been updated to
keep up to date with developments both before and
after the 2015 General Election as well as ongoing
proposals for reform, including: • The referendum on
independence for Scotland, increased devolved
powers and the continued threat of the break-up of
the Union. • Proposals to repeal the Human Rights
Act 1998 and replace it with a British Bill of Rights. •
The in/out referendum on EU membership. • Reform
of the role and composition of the House of Lords.
Beginning Constitutional Law is an ideal first
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introduction to the subject for LLB, GDL or ILEX and
especially international students, those enrolled on
distance learning courses or on other degree
programmes.
The United Kingdom (UK) comprises England,
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland (NI), with the
term Great Britain (GB) used to refer to England,
Wales and Scotland. The UK is a parliamentary
democracy, based around the core principle of
parliamentary sovereignty. It has neither a written
constitution nor an entrenched constitutional bill of
rights, but an extensive set of constitutional
conventions establish what has been described as
an unwritten constitution. The English, Welsh, Scots
and Irish have historically been regarded as the four
major ethnic groups in the UK but the UK has always
been a country of migration and the increase in the
size and variety of different ethnic groups since the
late 1940s, added to the constant influx of migrant
labour from EU and non-EU states, has made the
UK a multicultural state. Certain ethnic minorities,
including the native Traveller communities, continue
to suffer from high rates of unemployment, social
exclusion and poverty. Media campaigns against
asylum-seekers and Travellers/Gypsies, including
Roma, have contributed to greater hostility towards
these particular groups. Following the Referendum
result in June 2016 in which the UK voted to leave
the EU, an increase in hostility towards EU migrants
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has been reported. The number of race hate crimes
recorded by the police has increased and there has
also been an increase in recorded hate crimes
motivated by religion. The uneven protection
afforded to race and religion and other protected
characteristics with respect to hate speech and hate
crime is under review by the Law Commission and
the Scottish Parliament. Some prejudice also exists
against gay/lesbian/bisexual/transgender people. In
recent years, however, there has been much wider
social acceptance of the rights of gay men and
women to full equality across the political and media
spectrum. In 2013 the Marriage (Same Sex Couples)
Act 2013 placed same-sex couples on an equal
footing with heterosexual couples. Similar legislation
was passed in Scotland in 2014 but the NI Executive
has not introduced, and does not intend to introduce,
such legislation.
In Constitutional and Administrative Law, the authors
draw upon their extensive teaching and research
experience to provide a contemporary and engaging
account of the key topics which make up a typical
Constitutional & Administrative or Public Law
syllabus. Controversial issues and academic
debates are also highlighted throughout making this
the ideal textbook for anyone requiring a strong
understanding of both the black letter principles and
the wider socio-political context in which the
constitutional arrangements of the UK have
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developed. Fully updated with all the latest
constitutional and legal developments in this area,
this second edition contains: A dedicated chapter on
‘Political Freedoms and Democratic Participation’
which offers expanded coverage of important civil
liberties, including freedom of expression and the
right to vote. A new section providing an overview of
police powers. Extensive coverage of the
implications of the Brexit referendum decision,
including the European Union (Withdrawal Bill) 2017
and the ongoing exit negotiations. Discussion of the
implications of the 2017 general election and
proposed changes to the Westminster parliamentary
constituency boundaries. An outline of the
Strathclyde proposals on the powers of the House of
Lords. Discussion of the mooted replacement of the
Human Rights Act 1998 with a British Bill of Rights.
Detailed analysis of a number of significant cases
include the Miller decisions, R (Evans) v Attorney
General, HS2, and R (UNISON) v Lord Chancellor.
In the wake of apartheid, Law and Sacrifice draws on
the uniquely expansive protection of fundamental
rights now entrenched in the South African
Constitution to outline a new theory of law. The
South African Constitution not only protects the
rights of people against abuses of power by the
state, but also against abuses of power by private
legal subjects. Drawing upon the work of
contemporary thinkers such as Martin Heidegger,
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Hannah Arendt, George Bataille, Jacques Derrida
Emmanuel Levinas and Jean-Luc Nancy, the author
elicits the radical democratic potential of this
'horizontal' notion of rights. Johan van der Walt
argues that apartheid must be understood as more
than a racist abuse of power, and here he articulates
its 'sacrificial logic'. It is in going beyond this logic, he
maintains, that the truly democratic potential of the
South African Constitution can be understood: in a
radical formal and substantive equality that offers the
legal basis for rethinking a post-apartheid future.
Combining a rigorous theoretical understanding with
a subtle political engagement, Law and Sacrifice is a
dazzling interrogation of the limits and possibilities of
democratic pluralism. It will be of interest to political
and legal theorists as well as to those who are
concerned with South African law and politics.
Constitutional Idolatry and Democracy investigates
the increasingly important subject of constitutional
idolatry and its effects on democracy. Focussed
around whether the UK should draft a single written
constitution, it suggests that constitutions have been
drastically and persistently over-sold throughout the
years, and that their wider importance and effects
are not nearly as significant as constitutional
advocates maintain. Chapters analyse whether
written constitutions can educate the citizenry,
invigorate voter turnout, or deliver ‘We the People’
sovereignty.
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In America’s Constitution, one of this era’s most
accomplished constitutional law scholars, Akhil Reed
Amar, gives the first comprehensive account of one
of the world’s great political texts. Incisive,
entertaining, and occasionally controversial, this
“biography” of America’s framing document
explains not only what the Constitution says but also
why the Constitution says it. We all know this much:
the Constitution is neither immutable nor perfect.
Amar shows us how the story of this one relatively
compact document reflects the story of America
more generally. (For example, much of the
Constitution, including the glorious-sounding “We
the People,” was lifted from existing American legal
texts, including early state constitutions.) In short,
the Constitution was as much a product of its
environment as it was a product of its individual
creators’ inspired genius. Despite the Constitution’s
flaws, its role in guiding our republic has been
nothing short of amazing. Skillfully placing the
document in the context of late-eighteenth-century
American politics, America’s Constitution explains,
for instance, whether there is anything in the
Constitution that is unamendable; the reason
America adopted an electoral college; why a
president must be at least thirty-five years old; and
why–for now, at least–only those citizens who were
born under the American flag can become president.
From his unique perspective, Amar also gives us
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unconventional wisdom about the Constitution and
its significance throughout the nation’s history. For
one thing, we see that the Constitution has been far
more democratic than is conventionally understood.
Even though the document was drafted by white
landholders, a remarkably large number of citizens
(by the standards of 1787) were allowed to vote up
or down on it, and the document’s later
amendments eventually extended the vote to
virtually all Americans. We also learn that the
Founders’ Constitution was far more slavocratic
than many would acknowledge: the “three fifths”
clause gave the South extra political clout for every
slave it owned or acquired. As a result, slaveholding
Virginians held the presidency all but four of the
Republic’s first thirty-six years, and proslavery
forces eventually came to dominate much of the
federal government prior to Lincoln’s election.
Ambitious, even-handed, eminently accessible, and
often surprising, America’s Constitution is an
indispensable work, bound to become a standard
reference for any student of history and all citizens of
the United States.
This book tells how the Bill of Rights was amended
to the Constitution and explains how that addition
completed the Constitution by clarifying the status of
the American people.
This collection documents, analyses, and reflects on
the Icelandic constitutional reform between 2009 and
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2017. It offers a unique insight into this process by
providing first-hand accounts of its different stages
and core issues. Its 12 substantive chapters are
written by the main actors in the reform, including the
Chair of the Constitutional Council that drafted the
2011 Proposal for a New Constitution. Part I opens
with an address by the President of the Republic and
positions the constitutional reform in its full
complexity and longer-term perspective, going
beyond the frequent portrayal of that process in
international discussion as being solely a result of
the 2008 financial crisis. Part II offers a nuanced and
contextualised reflection on Iceland’s innovative
approach to consultation and drafting involving lay
participants, including its twenty-first-century digital
take on ‘the people,’ which attracted international
attention as ‘crowdsourcing.’ Part III analyses the
main constitutional amendment proposals, and
focuses on natural resources and environmental
protection, which lie at the heart of Iceland’s identity.
The final part reflects on the reform’s wider
significance and includes an interview with the
current Prime Minister, who is now taking the reform
forward. The volume provides a basis for reflection
on a groundbreaking constitutional reform in a
democratic context. This long and complex process
has challenged and transformed the ways in which
constitutional change can be approached, and the
collection is an invitation to discuss further the
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practical and theoretical dimensions of Iceland’s
experience and their far-reaching implications.
This book analyzes the British Government's radical
change in policy during the late 1950s on the use of
bills of rights in colonial territories nearing
independence. It explores the political dimensions of
securing the protection of human rights at the point
of gaining independence, and the peaceful transfer
of power through constitutional means.
Constitutional amendments, like all laws, may lead to
unanticipated and even undesired outcomes. In this
collection of original essays, a team of distinguished
historians, political scientists, and legal scholars led
by award-winning constitutional historian David E.
Kyvig examines significant instances in which reform
produced something other than the foreseen result.
An opening essay examines the intentions of the
Constitution’s framers in creating an amending
mechanism and then explores unexpected uses of
that instrument. Thereafter, authors focus on the Bill
of Rights and subsequent amendments, addressing
such subjects as criminal justice procedures, the
presidential election system, the Civil War’s impact
on race and gender relations, the experiment in
national prohibition, women’s suffrage, and, finally,
limits on the presidency. Together these
contributions illuminate aspects of constitutional
stability and evolution, challenging current thinking
about reform within the formal system of change
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provided by Article V of the Constitution. Forcefully
demonstrating that constitutional law is not immune
to unanticipated consequences, the eight scholars
underscore the need for care, responsibility, and
historical awareness in altering the nation’s
fundamental law.
This book provides a subtantial work of reference for
all those who are concerned with the development of
a constitutional Bill of Rights for the United Kingdom.
It brings together an extensive collection of writings
and materials, drawn from 140 published
documents, from the Magna Carta of 1215 to the
pre-1997 election Labour/Liberal Democrat joint
agreement on constitutional reform and human rights
legislation. As a model for the process involved, a
detailed introductory commentary traces the history
of events leading to the incorporation of the
European Convention on Human Rights, and
examines the prospects and options for the
preparation and enactment of a homegrown
constitutional Bill of Rights for the UK.
This book is a documentary history of the rights found in the
American state constitutions adopted between 1776 and
1790. Despite the rich tradition of rights at the state level,
rights in America have been identified almost exclusively with
the national Bill of Rights. Indeed, there is no work that
provides a comprehensive treatment of the early state
declarations of rights. Rather, these declarations have been
viewed as halting first steps towards the adoption of the
national Bill of Rights in 1791. Bringing together the full text of
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the rights
provisions Constitutional
from the 13 original
states and Vermont,
this book presents America’s first tradition of rights on its
own terms and as part of this country’s heritage of rights.
Early chapters will examine the sources of these rights and
provide a comparative framework. An introduction to each
chapter will review that state’s colonial history, focusing on
any charters or legislation related to rights protections that
help explain its constitutional provisions. This work will make
it possible for students, scholars, and interested citizens to
rediscover the first fruits of the American Revolution.
A renowned constitutional scholar explores the littleunderstood relationship between the written Constitution and
the many external factors that shape our interpretations of
this foundational document.
In countries and supranational entities around the globe,
constitutional reform has transferred an unprecedented
amount of power from representative institutions to
judiciaries. The constitutionalization of rights and the
establishment of judicial review are widely believed to have
benevolent and progressive origins, and significant
redistributive, power-diffusing consequences. Ran Hirschl
challenges this conventional wisdom. Drawing upon a
comprehensive comparative inquiry into the political origins
and legal consequences of the recent constitutional
revolutions in Canada, Israel, New Zealand, and South Africa,
Hirschl shows that the trend toward constitutionalization is
hardly driven by politicians' genuine commitment to
democracy, social justice, or universal rights. Rather, it is best
understood as the product of a strategic interplay among
hegemonic yet threatened political elites, influential economic
stakeholders, and judicial leaders. This self-interested
coalition of legal innovators determines the timing, extent,
and nature of constitutional reforms. Hirschl demonstrates
that whereas judicial empowerment through
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a limited impact
on advancing
progressive notions of distributive justice, it has a
transformative effect on political discourse. The global trend
toward juristocracy, Hirschl argues, is part of a broader
process whereby political and economic elites, while they
profess support for democracy and sustained development,
attempt to insulate policymaking from the vicissitudes of
democratic politics.
A history of the American Constitution's formative decades
from a preeminent legal scholar When the US Constitution
won popular approval in 1788, it was the culmination of thirty
years of passionate argument over the nature of government.
But ratification hardly ended the conversation. For the next
half century, ordinary Americans and statesmen alike
continued to wrestle with weighty questions in the halls of
government and in the pages of newspapers. Should the
nation's borders be expanded? Should America allow slavery
to spread westward? What rights should Indian nations hold?
What was the proper role of the judicial branch? In The
Words that Made Us, Akhil Reed Amar unites history and law
in a vivid narrative of the biggest constitutional questions
early Americans confronted, and he expertly assesses the
answers they offered. His account of the document's origins
and consolidation is a guide for anyone seeking to properly
understand America's Constitution today.
Co-author of the groundbreaking Empire and Multitude,
Michael Hardt examines the Declaration of Independence
and other texts by Jefferson, arguing that his powerful
concept of democracy provides a biting critique of the current
American administration. Introducing this collection of
Jefferson’s writings, Michael Hardt makes a powerful case
for re-examining the foundational writings of this American
revolutionary in order to reignite the dialogue that first
conceived of a “land of the free.”
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writer who attempts
to sketch a living Constitution-a Constitution that is in actual
work and power. The difficulty is that the object is in constant
change. An historical writer does not feel this difficulty: he
deals only with the past; he can say definitely, the
Constitution worked in such and such a manner in the year at
which he begins, and in a manner in such and such respects
different in the year at which he ends; he begins with a
definite point of time and ends with one also. But a
contemporary writer who tries to paint what is before him is
puzzled and a perplexed: what he sees is changing daily. He
must paint it as it stood at some one time, or else he will be
putting side by side in his representations things which never
were contemporaneous in reality.
An eminent constitutional scholar reveals how the explosion
of rights is dividing America, and shows how we can build a
better system of justice. You have the right to remain silent
and the right to free speech. The right to worship, and to
doubt. The right to be free from discrimination, and to hate.
The right to marry and to divorce; to have children and to
terminate a pregnancy. The right to life, and the right to own a
gun. Rights are a sacred part of American identity. Yet they
were an afterthought for the Framers, and early American
courts rarely enforced them. Only as a result of the racial
strife that exploded during the Civil War--and a series of
resulting missteps by the Supreme Court--did rights gain such
outsized power. The result is a system of legal absolutism
that distorts our law and debases our politics. Over and
again, courts have treated rights conflicts as zero-sum games
in which awarding rights to one side means denying rights to
others. As eminent legal scholar Jamal Greene shows in How
Rights Went Wrong, we need to recouple rights with
justice--before they tear society apart.
This excellent new book provides a comprehensive account
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description of the current structure and operation of the
electoral system, and pays special attention to those subjects
which have given rise to political concern or controversy in
recent years. There is extensive analysis and commentary
upon the different proposals for reform which are currently in
debate, and the author puts forward his own conclusions on
how the electoral system should be developed in the years
ahead to modernise and improve the quality of representative
democracy in Britain.
American Constitutional Law, Volume II provides a
comprehensive account of the nation's defining document,
examining how its provisions were originally understood by
those who drafted and ratified it, and how they have since
been interpreted by the Supreme Court, Congress, the
President, lower federal courts, and state judiciaries. Clear
and accessible chapter introductions and a careful balance
between classic and recent cases provide students with a
sense of how the law has been understood and construed
over the years. The Tenth Edition has been fully revised to
include twelve new cases, including key decisions Obergefell
v. Hodges, Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Shelby County v.
Holder, Horne v. Department of Agriculture, and Riley v.
California. A revamped and expanded companion website
offers access to even more additional cases, an archive of
primary documents, and links to online resources, making this
text essential for any constitutional law course.
This book examines the current debate about constitutional
reform. Included in this new edition is a chapter on the Labour
Government's plans to reform the system of government.
This eBook edition of "The Formation & Evolution of the
American Constitution" has been formatted to the highest
digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices.
James Madison introduced 12 amendments to the First
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Congress
in 1789. Ten
of these would go
on to become what
we now consider to be the Bill of Rights. One was never
passed, while another dealing with Congressional salaries
was not ratified until 1992, when it became the 27th
Amendment. Based on the Virginia Declaration of Rights, the
English Bill of Rights, the writings of the Enlightenment, and
the rights defined in the Magna Carta, the Bill of Rights
contains rights that many today consider to be fundamental to
America. The Constitution of the United States of America is
the supreme law of the United States. Empowered with the
sovereign authority of the people by the framers and the
consent of the legislatures of the states, it is the source of all
government powers, and also provides important limitations
on the government that protect the fundamental rights of
United States citizens. The Constitution acted like a colossal
merger, uniting a group of states with different interests, laws,
and cultures. Under America's first national government, the
Articles of Confederation, the states acted together only for
specific purposes. The Constitution united its citizens as
members of a whole, vesting the power of the union in the
people. Without it, the American Experiment might have
ended as quickly as it had begun. Contents: The Journal of
the Debates in the Convention Which Framed the
Constitution of the United States Constitutional Amendment
Process Measures Proposed to Amend the Constitution
Congress Creates the Bill of Rights Constitution Amendments
Biographies of the Founding Fathers
This landmark volume of specially commissioned, original
contributions by top international scholars organizes the
issues and controversies of the rich and rapidly maturing field
of comparative constitutional law. Divided into sections on
constitutional design and redesign, identity, structure,
individual rights and state duties, courts and constitutional
interpretation, this comprehensive volume covers over 100
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as well as a
range of approaches
to the boundaries
of constitutional law. While some chapters reference the text
of legal instruments expressly labeled constitutional, others
focus on the idea of entrenchment or take a more functional
approach. Challenging the current boundaries of the field, the
contributors offer diverse perspectives - cultural, historical
and institutional - as well as suggestions for future research.
A unique and enlightening volume, Comparative
Constitutional Law is an essential resource for students and
scholars of the subject.
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